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Students Fight To Keep LSC
appropriation
provides' on the
average only two lawyers - for
every 10,000 poor people, but
even so the program's accom-,
plishments have been impressive.
The Reagan Administration
. has proposed the elimination of In 1980, LSC programs handled
federal funding for Legal Ser- 1.5 million legal matters with less
vices, the independent federally than three percent of its budget
funded corporation
providing being' spent on overhead. The
free legal assistance in civil suits average salaries for Legal Services
attorneys are under $16,000 (cornto low income persons throughout
the nation. Many doubt the Ad- pared to $21,000 for starting salaministration's claim that states ries of associates in private firms
will be able to support' the pro- with one year of experience, acgram through all-purpose block cording to one recent study.) Even
grants since cuts in federal fund- Legal Services' harshest critics
ing have been proposed for many rarely make accusations of waste
other social programs admin- , or excessive spending.
One accusation that is heard
istered by states as well.
The potential impact of the quite often is that Legal Services
Reagan proposal may mean the "harasses" the very state and
providing
virtual end to the poor's access to local governments
the legal process. Even the current social programs to poor people.
Legal Services Corporation (LSC) - But just as a middle-class retiree
by Marilyn

Park and Janine
Gedmin
and Brewster Taylor

Ben Chavis tells students that the struggle is far from over.

Wilmington 10 Defendant
Not Bitter; Looks to Future
by Natarlin R. Best
Rev. Benjamin Chavis,', civil
rights activist and Director of the
Washington, D.C. Field Office of
the United Church of Christ,
Commission for Racial Justice,
spoke to students at the NLC on
Tuesday, April 14. Sponsored by
National
Lawyers
Guild,
BALSA; SBA, and Program
Board, Rev. Chavis began b) relating the events that led to the
imprisonment of himself as well
as nine others in 1972 during
racial violence directed at the
Black community in Wilmington,
North Carolina.
The ten individuals, that came
to be known nationalIy as the
Wilmington 10, were charged
with arson and conspiracy to assault emergency personnel in the
Black community of Wilmington
at a time when Chavis says the police were totally unresponsive to
the requests of members of the
community for police protection
from vigilantes riding through the
neighborhood and shooting into
homes.
Chavis went on to explain the
efforts that the state undertook to
assure the conviction of the WH- .
rnington 10. He mentioned incidents such as a mistrial being
calIed after the Deputy District

Attorney got a stomach ache, preemptory challenges used to strike
all but two Blacks from a jury
while a member of the Klan remained, and the purchasing of a
bicycle by the Deputy District Attorney for one of the State's witnesses, aten-year-old boy.
In October 1980, the convictions of Chavis and the remaining
defendants were overturned by
the 4th Circuit Court of Appeals,
after appeals through the state
system as welI as to the U.S. Supreme Court. Chavis said that he
is not bitter as a result of what
happened to him. He noted that
the actions such as those.taken by
the police as welI as the courts and
state of North Carolina were not
actions "about law and order ...
but about keeping the civil rights
and peace movement down. "
Chavis stressed during the
second part of his presentation
that he would not be out of prison
today if not for the publicity that
the case was able to attract
through the efforts of supporters.
Chavis addressed questions from
students expressing concern over
social change in the coming
decade. According to Chavis,
change will be brought about by
the uniting of, Black people
around common objectives.

has (and often exercises) his or
her right to sue the government
when denied social security or
government pension benefits a
poor person should also have a recourse when he or she suspects
that there has been abuse by a
government- agency. Besides, in
actuality,
the overwhelming
majority of LSC cases involve
routine legal problems-almost
one third of alI cases are family
matters. Further, approximately
one third of alI cases have been resolved by giving advice and counsel, rather than through litigation.
Events on Capitol Hill to date
have been encouraging. The
House Budget Committee has
voted to keep the Legal Services
Corporation in existence with a
$200 million budget, rather than
leaving it to the state's discretion
(Continued on page 9)

faculty Votes··Guido Out
by Will Schladt
Faculty .and students packed
into .the Dean's
office last
Thursday, April 16, to discuss the
appointment of two new faculty
members
to
tenure-track
positions at the National Law
Cen~er. Three candidates, ineluding Professor Ken Guido,
Ms. Elizabeth Schneider, and Mr.
Theodore S.Sims
were being
considered for the two positions
presently open.
The faculty voted in executive
session not to offer Professor
Guido or Ms
Schneider a
. "
position after hearing student
,
testimony largely in favor of
"
.
ff
o enng GUIdo a slot. Close to
100 students of the 120 students in
.
GUIdo's Civil Procedure class
signed a petition asking the
facuIty to appoint Ken Guido to
t.he full-time faculty ' said SBA
President Marjy Fischer .
The faculty
Appointments
Committee
had
previously
decided
not to
recommend'
.
Professor Guido for a position as
a tenure-track
professor.

Professor Zenoff', Chairperson of
the Appointments
Commi.ttee,
stated
that
the Committee
folIowed the same procedure with
Professor' Guido as with alI the
other candidates. The committee
heard comments from students,
read t~~ academic evaluat!0U;>'
and VISIted Professor GUIdo s
classes. In addition two people
evaluated two writings from
Guido.
.
.
.
Professor GUIdo r~celv.ed hIS
J.D. from .the ymvefSlty. of
S?uthern California and received
hIS LL.M. from Yale Law School.
fullv . .
.
He success u ly litigated the histori
f B kl
rr I
.
' one case 0
uc ey v.. ~a eo in
the U S Court of Appeals Re."
.'.
cently, Professor GUIdo assisted
b
f h
.
two mem ers 0 t e Law Review,
Courtney Know 1es an d Bruce
.
Holcomb;
to prepare . an amicus
.
bnef thatC was .submitted
to the
..
Supremeourt . m Gulf 011 v, Bernard, . a . case . that concerns the
constitutionality of gag orders on
· iff"
.
f d
t h e p 1amn ..s attorney mae
eral class action SUIt..
Professor Rothschild proposed

that Professor Guido be considered
by the faculty as a whole when the
status
of Professor
Guido
generated considerable interest
from students.
Dean Barron said that he did
not think the committee would
have any problem
finding
someone' qualified to teach next
faIl. The law school and the Committee has been receiving applications steadily this. spring. The
faculty may decide to offer a
candidate a visiting or temporary
position.
Th t
df
It
d
e enure acu y reconvene
M d
A'I 20
d
d .
on on ay, pn
,an vote
.ff
M Th d
S'
to 0 er
r.
eo ore irns a
position as a tenure-track faculty
b
M S'
. d h'
mem er.
r. ims receive
IS
J . D . (cum Iau d)e from th e U m-.
. 0f Chiicago Law Sch 00.I
versity
F or th e pas t f our years h e h as
b een wor kimg as an att orney f or
t h e T reasury D'epar t men.t P'nor
. t ed WI
ith
to th a,t h e was assocla
Wil
. C tl & P' keri
M
I mer, u er
IC enng.
r.
S'ims h as never t aug ht ,an d h e h as
published one note for the UniversityofChicago Law Review.
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Letter: Presuming Inconsistencies
To the Editor:
Some first year students competing for a position on the Law
Review and Journal of International Law and Economics ran
into more than just "a little snag"
when preparing
memos for the
competition ("Review Slips Up,"
The Advocate, April I, 1981,
p.3); as a result, they will suffer a
substantial
inequality
when the
memos are graded. The inequality
arises not from the inconsistencies
in the record - everyone had the
same record - but from inconsistencies in notifying participants
that the various issues that arise
from the errors in the record were
not intended as part of the contest.
Those who noticed the contradictions in the record" responded
in several different ways: some
immediately
suspected the staff
had made an error, contacted a
staff member and were told to
"make
an assumption
and go
on." Others wrestled with the
contradictions
and the various issues to which they give rise for
varying lengths of time - on the
belief that dealing with the resulting morass was an intended
part of the contest before
learning that they could make an
assumption
and go on. And,
others, also working on the belief
that the contest entailed sorting
out the mess and applying the
provided case law to the several or
most likely of the possible fact'
patterns, learned that the contradictions were the result of a lapse
in proof-reading
only after the
contest was over.
Of course, the inequality is that
some had more time than others
. to demonstrate
their ability to
analyze, organize and write depending on when, if at all, they
were told not to bother with the
inconsistencies, and depending on
what they saw as the challenge
presented by the contest. In 'response to the contention that the
competition
will not accurately
reflect the participants'
abilities,
the Law Review board responded
that: 1) It was unreasonable
to
have assumed that the error was
part of the competition; 2) everyone was fret to call for clarification; 3) no one actually will be

inconsistencies
need not' have"
been dealt with. Some of these
mentioned the error in the record
and others, presumably,
did not.
Those who found out that the inconsistencies
were not intended
only when the apology was published in The Advocate attempted
to resolve a more complex problem than had others; as a result,
they had less time to put together
a cogent piece of writing and, in
some instances, less space (after
discussing the record) in which to
discuss and apply the case law.

disadvantaged
because
the
graders will see who tripped up on
the inconsistencies and "make an'
adjustment"
in grading
those
papers; 4) that the issues are the
same regardless of how the inconsistencies were dealt with; and 5)
there are no alternatives to going
ahead and making the best of the
situation.
At least some of the participants disagree with the Law Review board on all five counts. As
to the first, to have assumed that
the error was part 'of the problem
to be dealt with (i.e., an error in
the court's opinion) is not unreasonable
when one considers
that the contest was put together
by a presumably careful and competent editorial board for the purpose
of testing
participants'
'
abilities to read closely, spot issues, organize a cogent discussion
and write effectively; it is at least
equally tenable that to have assumed the problems in the record
, were not intended was the more
unreasonable
of the two alternatives. Second, to say that, everyone was equally free to call in and
ask questions ignores the obvious:
one who viewed the inconsistencies as part of the contest would
have no more thought to call in
and ask how to handle the resulting problems than ask how to
handle Klaxon, Stockton's
interest, or any other aspect of the
competition.
Third, the Board's contention
that they will be able to adjust for
the problems caused by the inconsistencies presupposes that everyone who tripped
up on the'
Board's error referred to the inconsistencies in their memo. Unfortunately,
at least some of the
students
spent
a considerable
amount of time with the inconsistencies before deciding to (or being instructed to) move on, which
they did without,' stating any assumptions. It will be difficult, if
not impossible, for the graders to
distinguish those who lost precious time because of the staff's
error from those who failed to see
the contradiction
to begin with.
Other participants
stated an assumption and went on, but not
until learning late in the competition, when the Board posted a
note on a bulletin board, that the

..

The Board's position that the
issues do not change regardless of
how the contradictions
in the record are resolved would not, even
if accurate, supply a sound reason
for concluding
that the contest
fairly reflects the participants'
abilities. Getting to the issues is at
least half of the battle, and for
those who contended with a Hydra-like fact pattern,
getting to
the issues was the more difficult
half. And large amounts of time
spent before the writing began
may not be discoverable,
necessarily, by the graders.

mITt .Abuoratt

William H. Schladt
Editor in Chief

Richard Owens
Arts Editor

Saalf:
Peter Duncan, George Maschrneyer,
Deborah Peterson,
Robert
Schlossberg, Erich Schwartz, Scott Smeal, and Lou Zarfas.
Contribut~n:
Professor
John Banzhaf,
Dean Jerome Barron, Natarlin Best,
Cynthia Charles, Janet Cook, Ginny Cornell, Brian Dixon,
Marvin Elster, L. Eisenberg, A. Feldman, Janine Gedman, Lynn
Hiner, Susan Kneller, Marilyn Park, Ray Sherbill, and Brewster
Taylor."
.

of International Law and Economics could hold afterfinals, or in
the fall, either a re-write
on
another question for anyone who
feels aggrieved and who would be
willing to have their efforts in the
first contest
supplanted
by a
second memo,
or a first-year
"write-on"
contest
by which
several students could be selected
for each periodical. Given the importance
the Journal places on
writing ability, it would be understandable were its staff to determine not to rely on the Law Re- .
view contest this year, even were
the Law Review-to base its selection exclusively
on the springbreak competition.
In the alternative, the Board could always toss
the papers into the air and select
the ones that fall the fastest; but
that, arguably,'
would be not
much fairer than was the first
competition.
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Credit for these appointments goes to the dedicated Chairman of the
Faculty Appointments Committee, Elyce Zenoff', and its hard-working members, Jim Chandler, Tom Dienes, Don Rothschild, and Lew Solomon. The
equally hard-working student members are Ann Condon, Susan Bastress,
and Randy Selig.
.
.T~e student front this year, I think. has been noteworthy forthe emergence
within the La~ <?ente~of a sense of community. The enrichment program,

under the administration and leadership of Dean Schwartz, brought to the
school such notables as .John Ely. Fred Graham, Irving Pollack, Judge
Charles Renfrew, and Roberts Owen and managed to make an excellent stan
to the creation of an extra-curricular life here at the law school.
The George Washington Law Review had a remarkable performance under
the leadership of Mark Stilwell and his board. Not only were they able to
meet their own responsibilities relating to the issues which were their obligations, but they achieved a remarkable tum-around in putting out issues that
were left outstanding from previous boards.
Speaking further of other scholarly publications, the Journal of International Law and Economics; under the leadership of Debbie Peterson, also
had a fine year.
,

Another student activity 'that had a banner year was the Moot Court
Board under the co-chairmanship of Seth Weitz and Raymond Burke who
put together a banner panel of judges for the Van Vleck finals and attracted a
large audience of law students.
~nother sign of the vitality and spirit of the school was the Law Revue
w~lch played to a full house and which treated the faculty, deans, and staff
w~th th~ usual de!erence, respectability, and fealty. (If you believe that you
Willbelieve anythingt)
•
The Ad~oca~e comes in for.critici~m sometimes, but working on it is an unsung but VItal Job. Students, 10 particular the Editor Will Schladt giv I
e
hour~ to the t~sk,. an~ certainly a newspaper does heighten a sen~e of c~;~
rnumty for an msntunon,
A fi.nal matter which reflects a sense of concern for the school and for each
other ISthe. work a number o! students. in the third year class are doing to remember Mike Co~ley, who died under tragic circumstances last summer. The
students ha~e decided to. ~et up.a Michael Cooley award for a person who
best exe~phfies the qualities which people associate with Mike Cooley. It is
only fitting that the first Michael Cooley award is going to his friend Ed
Byrne.
Have a good summer.

DID YOU KNOW THAT 50%
OF ALL PRACTICING AT.
TORNEYS GRADUATED IN
THE BOTTOM HALF OF
THEIR' CLASSf, encouragement compliments of the
student information center: ,. •
~ ~

Professor Head is a native of Switzerland and received her "License en
droit" cum laude from the University of Berne and her Master of Science in
Library Science degree from the Columbia University School of Library Service in 1969. She joined the University of Kansas Law School faculty as head
librarian in 1975. Prior to that, she was with a San Francisco law firm for
four years and before that she was Assistant Reference Law Librarian with
the Los Angeles County Law Library. She has a varied background in law library work and is highly recommended by those who know her for' her
leadership skills, as well as her librarian skills. At the University of Kansas,
she undertook all the responsibilities related to following the construction
and planning for the occupation of a new law school building. This experience ought to be very helpful to her here as we begin to plan, in accordance
with our own building expansion program, for the expansion of the Law
Center and law library.

The Student Bar Association, first under the leadership of Carlos Del Valle
and now under the leadership of Marjy Fisher, displayed a spirit of concern
for fellow students, pride in the school, and an attitude of constructive helpfulness throughout the year.
.

Steven GibbonS

The opinions expressed herein are Dot Decessarily those' of the
Advocate Editorial Board, the National Law Center, or George
Washington University.
,.: :-.. ,~!l~~C:~~I*.n.tHop)'~ght©19~~~~~A4,,:~!e.

Another welcome new face in our law school will be Professor Anita Head
of the University of Kansas Law School. Professor Head, who is Professor
and Law Librarian at the University of Kansas, will succeed our long-time
law librarian, Hugh Bernard, who has served with great loyalty, skill. and
devotion for 21 years. Professor Bernard will be retiring, but his connection
with the law school will not terminate entirely since I have been able to secure
funds which will enable him to write a history of the George Washington University National Law Center.

• At one point, the record indicates that defendant's
state has a
guest statute while the rest of the
record suggests it does not, and at
another point, the record indicates that plaintiff is from state
A, "which recently (1977) reaffirmed its use of lex loci delicti, "
while the rest of the record suggests that plaintiff is from state B
and that B has no lex loci delicti
principle - leaving to the reader
to wonder whether the error was
regarding plaintiff's residency, or
regarding which state recently reaffirmed its use of lex loci delicti.

Basement, Bacon Hall
ZOOO H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. i005Z'
Tel. (ZOZ~ 676-73Z5

David DanDer
MaDaalDI Editor

Professor Jeffrey Albert will be on leave next year as a visiting professor at
the University of Hawaii Law School. We wish him well in the Aloha State.
We have made a foray into New Jersey to replace him and have invited Professor Arthur Pinto to be a visiting professor with us next year. Professor
Pinto has been on the faculty of Seton Hall University Law School since
1975. He was Associate Dean of Seton Hall from 1978-1979. He has published articles on securities matters in a number of law reviews. Prior to
teaching, he was in practice with the New York law firm of Weil, Gotshal &
Manges, where he, was involved in corporate matters. Professor Pinto is a
high ranking graduate of the New York University Law School and received
his Bachelor's degree at Colgate University. Professor Pinto will be teaching
a course in Sales during the day. and a course in Sales in the evening in the
fall, as well as a course-in Corporation in the evening. In the spring semester,
he will be teaching Sales in the day. as well as a section of Corporations.

Finally, there are alternatives,
Admittedly,
it would' be harsh
justice, if justice at, all.-to ask
those who may have negotiated
skillfully the labyrinth
outlined
above to undergo another competition
because of inequalities
caused by some unfortunate
administrative
errors. However, the
Law Review and/or the Journal

~

As we move toward the year's end, it might be useful to ment~on some of
the faculty appointments that have been m~de for next. year. LUlz~ Zubrow,
who is currently an associate with the Washington ~awfirm o~ Covington and
Burling, will be joining the faculty in the fall of this year. Luize ZUbro~.was
Professor of Law at the University of Colorado from 1976-1977. She Jom.ed
Covington & Burling in 1974. Prior to that, she was a law clerk. for, Chief
Justice Thomas E. Fairchild, U.S. Court of Appeals for the 7th CIrCUIt,and
prior to that she was a law clerk for Judge Doyle, United States Distri~t
Court for the Western District of Wisconsin. Ms. Zubrow graduated first 10
her class at the University of Colorado Law School. She was Order of the
Coif and also a member of the Law Review. Luizehas had considerable experience in commercial matters aJ?d corporat.e Iit~ga~ion ~t Covington and
Burling. She will be teaching a section of Cr~dltors R~ghts m the. fall, as ~ell
as a section of Commercial Paper. In the spring, she will be teaching a section
of Remedies in the day and a section of Commercial Paper in the evening.
. Luize Zubrow comes to the Law Center with very high recommendations and
with a record of achievement in both practice and academic performance.
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Letter: Law

Library ,Critiqued

Dear Editor,
Although the library staff regularly provides us with a cogent
summary of library news there
exists a number of policies and recent events which have gone unnoticed and which bear more
exacting scrutiny by the law
school community. Did you know
that:

materials regularly, what volumes
they are, or how many of the library acquisitions are treated this
way, it appears that a large number of reports and periodicals are
regularly routed to faculty members before being made available
to the entire law school community.
Although one can hardly argue
that it is not beneficial for the
faculty to do up-to-date research,
and be made aware of recent developments in their fields, it is
shocking that a vast number of
materials are distributed in this
way, and no date is set for their
return. Some such materials have
been known to remain in the possession of professors for months.
The actual figures as to how long
such materials.. are usually retained by faculty members are unavailable, although the library
does keep these records.

A new librarian, Ms. Anita
Head, has been appointed to replace the outgoing Hugh Bernard? The story of Ms. Head's
appointment has not been fully
revealed yet, but some disturbing
facts have come to light. The new
chief law librarian, who automatically is granted status as a
faculty member, was the only
candidate for the position of head
librarian who did not possess a
law degree from an American
Law School. The very professor
who initially recommended Ms.
It is suggested that this sort of
Head's appointment, before the
full faculty voted on her nomina- information would be of interest
tion, circulated a memo to the en- to the students, and this informatire faculty, withdrawing his sup- tion should properly be revealed.
port for Ms. Head's selection, These materials should be provided to faculty members, but the
contending that her background,
more specifically her lack of an-- funds should more appropriately
American law degree, made her come from the budget for faculty
unqualified for the position. Al- -salaries or materials, and not
from the library budget.
though Ms. Head might perform
adequately in her new position, it
A third recent occurrence was
is questionable, at a time when the arrival of a number of new
the law school is undertaking an volumes for the faculty library on
effort to improve the quality and the fourth floor of Stockton Hall.
prestige of its faculty, whether While some thirty thousand dol- such an appointment will serve to lars-was being-spent on purchaspromote these objectives.
ing more copies of materials alA second concern is the number
of periodicals which are received
by the library on a regular basis,
and are immediately circulated to
faculty members for their review
without a required date of return.
Although the library staff refuses
to make public the names of the
professors who receive these

ready available in the main library, the library was running out
of funds by which to pay the
salaries of student assistants in
the library. Student assistants
were cut, and other cutbacks were
required. Although an emergency
allocation of funds from Dean
Barron restored some services and

editorial

helped to retain some people, it is
shocking that such budget mismanagement should occur in the
first place, and one wonders what
the priorities of the library are.
Are the resources of the law library to be used primarily to
benefit the faculty, at the expense
of students, or should they be
utilized for the benefit of the entire law school community? One
might question the need for a
faculty library collection at all, in
light of the fact that this collection is housed some fifty steps
from the main library, and the
faculty has full privileges to remove ANY materials from the library, for an unlimited period of
time. If a student requests a
volume checked out to a faculty
member, an elaborate procedure,
which does not include phoning
the faculty member, is instituted.
Sometimes, days and even weeks
can go by before the volume is returned to the library for student
use. The initiation of a fine system for student overdue books is
warranted by the abuses which
exist, but consistency would dictate that some action be taken to
correct the abuses that are perpetuated by the faculty. No such action is being taken by the currentlibrary staff.
This is not the first time that
some of these issues have been addressed, but thus far, inquiries
and requests for serious investigation of these matters have
brought evasion and personal retaliation by some members ofthe
library staff. It is astounding that
a- new fine system -is .being initiated with the purpose of improving library services, while other
real abuses are consistently ig-nored. I would urge that current
policies be reviewed.
Sincerely,
Peter D. Morgenstern

Letter: Impolite Bike Parkers
I wish bicycle riders at this a result, some of us were forced to
school would be more considerate lock our bicycles in an unabout the use of the bicycle racks. protected area and had our bikes
There is. only one rack that -rained
on the entire rainy
protects bicycles from the rainweekend. I hope bicyclists will be
the one under the library steps. more' considerate in the future. It
Last weekend (April 11 and 12) at is almost as easy and a lot more
least one person locked his or her considerabe to "parallel" park
. bicycle sideways, using up four or the bikes on that (and all) racks.
five of the precious eight or so If you are concerned about
spaces available on-that rack. As locking your wheel as well as your

G)[S§ID 'NOMINATIONS

frame, all you need to do is bnng
the front part of the bike over the
rack so that the _top bar of the
rack lies between the frame and
the front wheel. And by the way,
those of you who will still be
around here next year might try to
get another rack put under the
library steps.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Park

ACCENTUATING THE POSITIVE

_.~-

A school newspaper has two primary functions - to accentuate the
positive and eliminate the negative. The Advocate is not an alumni newsletter. Good news rarely makes good front page copy. As a result, The
Advocate sometimes appears to paint a dreary picture of the National
Law Center. Of course, many good things happen at this law school and
are printed in The Advocate. The Advocate will continue to accentuate .
the positive and eliminate the negative.
The National Law Center is an excellent law school with a good .
reputation. Considering the high standards for admissions, few of the
students presently enrolled would have chosen to attend this school if this
were not true. The students, faculty, and administration have all contributed this year and in past years to the effort to enhance the quality and
reputation of the law school.
This year, student groups have organized successful efforts to improve
the law school and provide help to the community. The SBA under the
tutelage of SBA president Carlos Del Valle spearheaded two major
initiatives to improve the law school. A Placement Committee was
formed and has made recommendations which will improve the effectiveness of the Placement Office. A special effort to eliminate the tuition
disparity between night and day students 'has at least narrowed the gap.
The SBA has also been involved in innumerable other efforts including
sponsorship of the Mike Cooley Memorial Run, sponsorship of speakers
such as Bob Woodward, initiatives on faculty committees, and the organization of orientation and other activities.
Other student organizations have also enriched our lives. BALSA, the
Black American Law Student Association, initiated a highly successful
fund drive to assist the investigation of the tragic Atlanta murders.
BALSA has also sponsored the SBA Candidate Forum and has brought
such distinguished Black Americans as D.C. Councilman Arrington
Dixon and civil rights leader Ben Chavis to speak at our law school. The
National Lawyers Guild has sponsored Brown Bag Lunches and films on
El Salvador and labor organization efforts.
No run-down of student contributions to the law school and the community would be complete without acknowledging the efforts of individual students. Volunteers at the Student Information Center in the
basement of Stockton Hall have provided an invaluable service to the
student community through peer counseling, VITA tax assistant volunteers and clinic students have provided much needed legal services to the
local community. And, of course, the players in the Law Revue delighted
the students with another smash hit.
Faculty accomplishments this year are of a different nature, Many new
faculty members are receiving. rave reviews on the Student Academic
Evaluations. New courses and programs are being introduced and
modified. Faculty are utilizing the resources of the Washington area by _
supplementing their lectures with guest speakers. The faculty have responded to student complaints by- forming committees such as the Law
Review Selection Committee and the Grade Disparity Committee. Faculty
members have also contributed their time and knowledge at the faculty
lecture series that began this spring.
The Administration deserves its share of praise. The new Assistant
Dean Teresa Schwartz has implemented a counseling program that is
open one night a week for night students. Dean Schwartz has also initiated an enrichment program that has featured speakers such as Judge
Renfrew of the Justice Department, Roberts Owen of the State Department, CBS News Correspondent Fred Graham, and former SEC
Commissioner Irving Pollack.
The Placement Office under the direction of Lynn Hiner has introduced a number of new programs including a panel discussion on how to
start a law practice and video taped practice interview sessions.
Dean Barron should be commended for his continuing efforts to raise
money for the new building and his devotion to the duties of the dean.
Since this modest list in no way purports to be complete, The Advocate
would like to thank all members of the law school community that have
contributed time and effort into making this school a better place to live
and learn.

•••

The Editor-in-Chief is pleased to announce that Dave Danner, this
year's Managing Editor, will have the dubious honor of taking the chair
of the Editor-in-Chief next year.
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Grade Disparity Committee Hears Testimony
by Susan R. Kneller

Grade disparity
between the'
first year sections has caused
great concern to students and faculty. Five or six point spreads are
common between the mean scores
of different sections of the same
class. In the Fall 1979 Torts class,
2070of the students received "A"s
in one section while 18070received
"A"s in another section. In the
1979 Contracts class, two sections
received no "A"s while another
section received 26.5070 "A"s. If
these differences
do not arise
from differing abilities of the first
year sections (the predicted first
year average between the sections
ranged only from 75.89 to 76.89)
the professors'
methods of grading may be responsible. Because

to give the final grade would reage, and steadily decreasing numquire the professor
to give a
bers perform at higher and lower
mandatory
minimum
of "A "s,
levels. Manipulating
law students'
"B"s, and "C"s to each section.
scores to fit on a bell-shaped
One committee
member
noted
curve' would establish the same
that students are ranked accordaverage for each section and ensure that equal percentages of let- ing to numerical scores, and that
ter grades were given to each sec- the numerical value of an "A"
ranged from 85 to 100. Disparity
tion. However, Dr. Gross. pointed
would still result because some
out that this method would reduce
professors would give only "85"s
only the disparity resulting from
while others would give the full
professors who grade tests harshly as opposed
to leniently.
A numerical range of "A"s.
Anostatistical solution could not take
ther committee
member recominto account differences resulting
mended a system of only letter
from variations in teaching philo- . grades in order to eliminate the
sophies,
materials
covered
in leeway presently inherent in an
class, or types of tests given. It "A", "B", or "C".
would also prevent the professor
The Committee
discussed the
from having final grading power.
fact that a proposal
preventing
professors
from
giving
final
grades or requiring a mandatory
A method which would reduce
minimum would meet substantial
disparity but allow the professor

first year grades are of utmost importance
in the law student's
search
for
employment,
the
Grade Disparity Committee was
formed in order to consider solutions to inequities in the grading
system ...
Dr. Donald Gross, stausucian
in the Operations
Research Department of the GW Engineering
School, spoke at last week's meeting on statistical methods of solving the problem. The basic statistical method used to reduce disparity puts the raw scores from
each section into a formula which
produces a graph of a bell-shaped
curve. A bell-shaped curve is the
standard result of tests of human
performance:
the largest number
of people perform at a certain
level, which establishes an aver-

Lind Joins .Southwestern
by Dave Danner
University
FeIlow Robert C
Lind has accepted an appointment as Associate Professor of
Law at Southwestern
University
in Los Angeles. He will begin his
new position in late May.
Lind, the popular instructor of
legal writing and research, will,
teach torts, copyright, mass communications
and
intellectual
property law at his new school.
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
the University of Minnesota, Lind
came to George
Washington
University
as a first-year
law
student in 1976. He obtained his
J.D. from the school in 1979,the
year he was named University
Fellow. He will receive his Master
of Laws degree in May.
"I thoroughly
enjoyed being
able to teach here," Lind said,
"especially with the free hand I
was given as a teaching feIlow,

Bob Lind

Ed

by Jand!~
The National Law Center Class
of 1981 has selected classmate Ed
Byrne to receive the first annual
award of the Michael D. Cooley
Memorial
Prize. The prize was
established this year by friends of
Mike Cooleyv.a
member of the
Class of 1981,'who was killed last
year. The criteria for the Prize
were drafted to enable the class to
select from among their members
that individual who most nearly
exemplifies the qualities so many
admired
in Mike. Those who
knew Mike were inevitably
affected by his zeal for living and
dedication to excellence.
.
Ed Byrne was a close friend of

Constitutional Law Quarterly.

A special committee has decided by a 4-3 vote who among the
faculty will receive an award from
the third year class at commencement. Through
the impetus of
Don Mitchell, 3rd year class representative to the SBA, a permanent committee has been formed
to decide which faculty member
will receive the award. The members of the committee will include
the Editor-in-Chief
of The Advocate, The Law Review, and The
Journal; the president of the Student Bar Association;
the third
year class representative
to the
SBA;. and two students chosen at
random from the third year class.
Positions
on the permanent
committee- are based on the unique knowledge acquired by those
who work intimately with the faculty on various projects.
The decision
be based on
three equalIy weighted criteria: (I)
Teaching Ability; (2) Scholarship;
and (3) service to the law school.
Teaching
ability
encompasses
c1assrooin ability, accessibility to

will

he expressed

particular
pleasure
in receiving
the honor bestowed upon him in
Mike's
name. Ed grew up in
Connecticut
and graduated
from
the University of Notre Dame in
1976. He plans to be married in
May to Ann Newhouse,
also a
member
of the NLC Class of
1981. Ed and Ann plan to life in
Boulder, Colorado.
The balloting for the Prize was
spirited; a large part of the Class
of 1981 participated.
The Prize
will be awarded at the commencement
ceremonies.
Next year's
award recipient will be selected in
April 1982 by the Class of 1982.

"See us for all your'
travel needs"
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.
students outside of class, grades
on Student
Academic
Evaluations, Clinical work, and sponsor:
ship of individual, student projects. Scholarship
includes
reknown in the professor's individual field, recent publications,
service to the legal community
outside of the law school, and
activities as listed in. the annual
Dean's Report. Service to the law
school embodies activity on facultycomrnittees,
counseling, creation and embelishment of the academic program,
attracting
new
faculty, work with school organizations,sponsorshipof
moot
court.Law
Review,Journal,
etc.,
and bringing
speakers
to the
school.
The decision will not be announced until the award is given
at commencement.
A. plaque will
be presented to the faculty member who receives the award.
Another
plaque will be placed
permanently on the walI in Stockton HalI and the name of the recipient of the award will be engraved on the plaque each year.

~~~~~and

'-EVERYAVAILABLE AID
FOR THE LAW STUDENT

fa,culty Member'
Wins Student Award
. by Will Schladt ~

Next week., Professor
John
Banzhaf III will be speaking to
the Committee in support of using a statistical model to counter
grade disparity.
In summing up
the various proposals presented at .
this week's
meeting,
Associate
Dean Teresa Schwartz commented that any solution might also require that professors
come to a
consensus regarding their grading
standards and teaching methods.

/Cooley Prize Awarded
.:

which has allowed me to develop
research problems
in the First
Amendment
field
that
particularly interested me."
His article, "Justice Rehnquist:
First Amendment
Speech in the
Labor
Context"
was recently
published
in
the
Hastings

resistance from faculty members.
One member observed that some
sections of the first year class in
1979-1980 had a disproportionate
number of professors who consistently gave lower scores. Assigning these professors more evenly
throughout
the sections would
equalize the effects of their grading procedures.

.
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Changes Implemented In Placement Office
The Placement Office staff and
Placement
Relations
Committee
have been busy the past few weeks
!n instituting important
changes,
In the Placement
Office. Both
groups have acted in response to
the students' desire for increased
services.

hire first year students.
fically, the supplement
will inA major effort is being put
elude: how many students subforth by the Placement
Office
rnitted resumes to each particular
staff in conjunction
with the employer,
how many
second
Alumni
Office
in order
to and/or third year students were
establish
a network
in cities
interviewed by that employer and
around the country to provide
of the 'students that were interinformation
about employment
viewed, how many were on Law
opportunities
to future GW law Review or The' Journal.
This
One of the, most important
students.
Several
third
year
information
should
enable
developments
is the publication
students have already volunteered
students
to better select those
of a "Guide to the Placement
to aid in this effort in the cities in ' employers to whom they submit
Office".
This will be published
which they settle next year. Any
resumes.
,
_
this summer and distributed to all .. other third year students
who
Another significant change to
first year students at orientation
would
like to help in this be implemented in the on-campus
and all other students upon their
program,
please see the Placeinterviewing
process will be the
return
from summer vacation.
ment Office or the Alumni Office
use of "wildcards".
Each student
The pamphlet is designed to be a in Gelman Library.
participating
in the program will
complete guide ,to all services,
The
Plac
t
Off'
' obtain three or four tickets at the
library
materials
and handouts
emen
Ice
b "
r he i
,
org anized more
'
d
egmrung 0 t e mterview process
available in the Placement Office.
semmars
an
hi h h
b ' ,
activities this year than any other
w. IC ,t ,eY cahnuse toI 0 tamfmhte~The guide is being compiled by
h
year. These included:
How to VIf:WS'Wlt t e ernp oyer 0 t e!r
the Placement Office staff, most
Start
a
Law
Practice,
How
Firms
c~llced' Idf mhoreh'student~ sUb~lt
notably Ginny Cornell.
"
L'
I
WI car stan
t ere are interview
Make Hiring D ecrsions,
egrs aI
I
'II b h Id
tive Careers, Is There Life After
sots open, a ottery WI
e, ~
Lynn Hiner has also requested
Law School and Videotape
Ina,?ong
th~ students
submitting
that a telephone be installed in the
terviews Unfort
t I
f WIldcard tickets. Each employer
Placement
Office
for the ex.
. una e y, many 0
'II b
k d
I
h
clusive use of students. This will
these events have not been wellWI ,e as. e to eave t, ree or
attended.
four
mterview
slots
?pen
In
order
enable students to call prospective
to accommodate
this new proceemployers
about
jobs and/or
The.
Placement
Relations
dure, The Committee
feels that
interviews as soon as a listing
Committee
has
also
made
this new feature will result in a
comes into the Placement' Ofice.
valuable
contributions
to the
more equitable program and will
The telephone will be in one of the
Placement Offi~e this year. Some
guarantee interviews for everyone
anterooms which adjoin the main
of th~se suggestions have already
who participates.
offices of Placement
~een Implemented, some are still
Last year, students were only
l~ the works and others are being
allowed
to submit
twenty-five
Lynn HIner has also hired two
kicked around.
resumes to Washington law firms.
people
to solicit
small
and
medium
sized
law firms
in
Several improvements
will be The Committee feels that this was
Washington
for
jobs.
Many
made on the fall interviewing
too high. One law firm which
summer jobs and a few jobs for
process next fall. A supplement is received.
over
two-hundred
graduating
students
have been
being compiled to aid students in
resumes felt so burdened that it
turned
up by this solicitation
making decisions about interviewonly looked at grades and class
process. This process also allows
ing with particular
employers.
standing
to
determine
those
Placement
to compile a file of
The material will provide inferstudents who would receive interwhen these firms make their
mation on employers which interviews. By reducing the number of
hiring decisions and whether they
viewed on campus last fall. Speciresumes
which
students
can

Placement Statistics :
The Placement Office recently
submitted
a .report
concerning
1980 graduates
to the National
Association
of Law Placement.
Statistics include graduates of the
National Law .Center from September 1979, February and May
1980. There were 301 who reported their positions, 5 who were not
seeking employment,
and 11 who
were
still
available.
Unfor-

tunately, 110 of the graduates still
have not reported their employment status. In this regard, we urgently request all 1981 graduates
to let us know your status before>
you leave school this spring.'
Night students who plan to remain in their present positions
should inform us of such plans,
too. We will be sending out
questionnaires
to the May 1981

by Lynn Hiner

graduates soon and would like to
know about those employed as
well as those graduates who will
not be actively looking and those
who are still available. This will
give us some indication as to the
present situation compared with
past years. Your help is this difficult task of tracking down several
hundred graduates will definitely
be appreciated.

.Hanging Out A Shingle
BY GINNY CORNELL
Four
recent
law
school
graduates, who have each started
their own practice, spoke to an
overflow crowd of students and
alumni on Thursday,
April 9.
This program, "How To Start A
Law Practice,"
'was co-sponsored by the Placement
Office
and the Law Alumni Office.
Each panelist was enthusiastic
about having made the leap into
his or her own practice and considered it well worth the risk, but
warned that there are pitfalls.
Common caveats and suggestions

running through their presentations were:
• Be adquately capitalized. For
the first six months to year
you will not make any profits
but you will need money to
set up the office and to live. ,
• Don't
buy books.
Book
sellers are seductive but you
will be in hock for years
afterwards. It is preferable to
locate near a library.
• If you go into a partnership
.arrangement
be sure you
have
a
partnership
agreement.

• Beware
of' time
sharing
arrangements,
often
you
wind up spending more time
on your landlord's cases than
on your Own.
• Be cautious
about
clients
referred from other lawyers.
Sometimes they are referring
the case because they realize
they won't make any money
off it.
• It is a good idea to get money
up front from clients, particularly
before you go to
court for them. Generally,
judges do not accept nonpayment of fees as a reason
for withdrawing
your appearance in a case and that
can leave you in an awkward
and poor position.
• It is also a good idea to
purchase
malpractice
insurance. In fact, before you
can be put on some referral
lists it is required that you
have malpractice insurance.
• Have the first half hour

submit,
the committee
believes
that more students who are not in
the top 100/0 of- the class will be
able to obtain interviews.
The
number
of
resumes
which
students can submit will probably
be reduced to twenty each for
Washington and New York.
Procedures will also be changed "
for submitting
resumes. Instead
of deadlines for filing resumes
every day of the week, two or
three days every two weeks will be
set aside for turning in resumes .
This will alleviate
the heavy
traffic flow which occurs in the
Placement
Offices while interviews are being conducted.
Due to the Placement Relations
Committee work, a new telephone
and answering machine will be
placed into service within the
coming
days.
This phone
is
strictly for incoming calls from
prospective
employers.
Students
will be able to put this telephone
number on their resumes and give
it to employers. An employer can
then reach the student at any time
during
the day by leaving a
message
on
the
answering
machine. Messages will be posted
on a bulletin board at least once a
day. Watch for further details
concerning this service.
The Committee surveyed seven
other law school placement offices. They were University
of
Virginia, Cornell; Duke, Georgetown,
University
of Pennsylvania,
Boston
University
and
NYU. The information
obtained
was of great value in learning of
problems which other law schools
are experiencing and the ways in
which
they
handle
these
problems. It is of some comfort

graduates was as' follows:
Washington,
D.C., 171; New
York, 24; Maryland, 24; Virginia,
10; Illinois, 8; Pennsylvania,
7;
California,
5; Ohio,S; Texas, 3;
Massachusetts,
3; New Jersey, 3;
. Connecticut,
2; Maine, 2; Florida, 2; Minnesota, 2; Washington,
2; Foreign, 2.
One graduate located in each of
the following states: Colorado,
Delaware, Idahc..Oklahoma,
and
South Carolina .. '

The breakdown as to the type
of positions obtained by the 1980
graduates was as follows:
Private
Law
Firms,
127;
Government:
Federal, 48; State
and Local, 16; Business: legal
positions,
19; non-legal, 8;' Judicial Clerkships: Federal, 21 ; State
and Local, 6; Public Interest, 11;
Trade Associations,
11; Military,
10; Academic Positions, 7; other,

2.
The geographical

status of the

consultation
on a free. of
charge basis. Then quote a
fee and/or have a written fee
agreement.
The nature of solo practice is
by definition general practice. All
of the panelists
felt it was
essential that one enjoy general
practice
and also dealing with
"people.
Debby
Luxembourg
suggested taking a few cases On a
volunteer
basis
to determine
whether or not you like that type
of work.
A basic issue confronting
solo
attorneys in a nascent practice is:
Where will the clients come from?
Surprisingly, each of the panelists
said that this problem took care
of itself. Most began with friends,
or friends of friends who would
'tell other friends until a ful!
clientele had mushroomed
into
existence.
To
facilitate
the
process, the panelists suggested
putting yourself on referral lists,
taking court appointed cases and
advertising.
Roy
Baldwin
suggested that advertising in local
neighborhood
papers
is more
effective
than national
papers.
Also he noted that listin$l: in the

to know
that
other
law
schools are experiencing the same
difficulties
whichGWU
has
encountered recently.
The Committee also surveyed
each class in the day division.
Much
useful information
was
gathered from these surveys. Of
the 326 students who replied that
they had participated in the oncampus
interview
program,
approximately
one-third of them
received jobs as a result. Virtually
all of the third year students who
participated
received at least one
interview.
Only
100/0 of the
second year students who participated did not receive any interviews. The changes in next fall's
program will guarantee everyone
a minimal number of interviews.
First year students should be
relieved
to learn
that
most
students
last summer did not
receive jobs until May. Many
students obtained jobs in June as
well. The surveys point out that
mass mailings are particularly
helpful to gain employment with
firms, agencies, corporations and
other groups which do not contact
the Placement Office.
The Placement Relations Committee
would
like to thank
everyone who took the time to
complete
the
survey
during
valuable class time. Your comments were particularly
helpful.
Evening students will be glad to
know that a survey has been
designed for them and will be
distributed
soon. Anyone with
further suggestions on improving
the Placement
Office
should
contact the Placement Relations
Committee
via Dean Schwartz's
office: '

>

yellow pages can bring clients in .
Debby
Luxembourg
advocated
being active in the bar association
or other specialty groups. David
Lee noted that he even had people
walk in off the street. Of course,
walk-ius are. often not the most
desirable
clients;
he recalled
having a man walk in who had
cardboard
taped over his ears
because the C.I.A. was trying to
blitz him. Mr. Lee's advice in
such cases: bolt the door. All of
the, panelists agreed that doing
good work is the best way to
attract clients.
Steve Johnson noted that there
are two basic key's to starting
your own practice: one is finance
and the other is having the right
personality,
i.e., you must be
stable or "have a good shrink".
Nevertheless, the panelists seemed
to think that the benefits far out'
weigh
the
drawbacks.
The
panelists each commented' that
there was nothing like having
total control over what they were
doing, not only substantively but
also in respect to planning their
own time. The rewards are more
psychic to begin with but may
eventually be financial.
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Plans' ForA. New Law School
by William H. Schladt
The
architectural
firm
of'
Keyes, Condon & Florance have
produced the first schematic diagrams of the plans for the new
law school. The drawings are the
first visual representations
of the
, program
worked
out by the
Faculty Space Needs Committee.
The Space Needs Committee is
now working on the plans and
will meet and report back to the
architects within a month. At that
stage, the architects wiIl begin designing the technical layout for
the buildings.
Presently,
the
projected
starting
date
for
construction is sometime in 1982.
According to the Chairperson
of the Space Needs Committee,
Professor
Rothschild,
the two
major difficulties
in design circulation
and uniformity
of"
appearance ~ have been handled
very welI by the present plans.
"The
circulation
between
the
buildings is very good. . .. (The
architects)
have
combined
colonial and modern styles into a
Victorian motif that enhances the
overalI
identity
of the
law
school,"
said Professor
Rothschild.
""_
Financing is proceeding fairly
well, The plan of the school is to
begin construction
on schedule
independent of when the money is
raised. President
Lloyd-E~liot,
Dean Barron, and University V.P.
Alpert are soliciting contributions
and arranging
the financing so
-thar
the completion
of the
building plan will notbe delayed.

While the building project is
very much underway, none of the
plans have been finalized. Two
years of effort have-gone into the
plans so far.
The present plans, calI for replacing Bacon HaIl with
new
building which will house most of
the new classrooms.
AIl classrooms" seating more than 100

continued on page seven
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students have amphitheatre
st~le
seating. An addition will be bUl~t
on the southern side of Burns LIbrary.
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The new law school will include an addition on the south
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continued from page six
Under
ment of
modeled
The first

these plans, the' baseStockton would be refor use by the clinics
floor of Stockton would

be divided between administrative
offices and student lounges. The
first floor of the new building
would hold administrative offices
and a moot Court room .. _

The tentative plans show all of
the second floor of Stockton and
the second floor of the Burns library as a large reading room.
The third floor of the library

including the planned addition to
the library would be the offices of
the Law Review, the Journal, the
Advocate, andvthe SBA along
with other student organizations:
Faculty offices will be in the
fourth and fifth floors of the library and the fourth floor of
Stockton.
These plans may be subject to .
substantial changes. The present
plans, however, meet most of the

,...,.-- .....------

.

major goals of the Space Needs
Committee.
During construction of the new
facilities; the most difficult part!
of the operation will be the
timing. All of the other buildings
must be operational as the new
buildings are being constructed.
The most complicated part is the
mechanical part of phasing. Heat,
electricity, and telephones must
be supplied even while new lind
are being tapped in. Classes. of
course. must be conducted.
The plan presently calls for
completion within five years from
the start of construction. The
planners hope to phase the project
in order to create the minimum
amount of disruption of the law
school's operations.

'

m

ide of Burns LIbrary and a new building on the site of Bacon Hall.

TO ALL LAW STUDENTS!!!
If you're, graduating this year, please call THE WORD SHOPPE..TheWord Shoppe is a
complete Word Processing Center located in'Old. Town' Alexandria, Virginia and we can
help you 'setup y&ur practice. We know the hassle of trying to find "good help" and
.
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feel youshouldbe
simultaneously.
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awar~~ of . how to save .money and get-excellent clerical support
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Give us a call at 548-7586 or ~te:
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THE WORD SHOPPE.
616 N. Washington Street'
Alexandria, Virginia 22314'
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SBA Orientation Effort Begins Today
swers can address any topic. Students can drop them off in the
suggestion box in the basement
coffee lounge. Hopefully, everyone will submit an answer, so that
the. final product will reflect the
concerns and experiences of the
entire NLC student body.
- Individual students can count

To tap the practical experience
of all current NLC students, even
the graduating ones, the SBA is
compiling, a booklet of students'
answers to this question:"If you

by Ray Sherbill
Today, the SBA is launching its
· expanded version of the tradition.al orientation program for firstyear students.

had one thing you' could say to
incoming
first-year
students,
what would that be?" The an-

A key goal of the program is to
involve as many current students
as possible in introducing next
· year's students to the NLC. The
Orientation Steering Committee
hopes to break the ice that usually
exists between first year and upper class students at the start of
the semester by giving the upperclass students an early opportunity to meet and advise incoming
students. To accomplish this effectively, the effort must begin
now.
One major component of orientation is the "Partnership Program", patterned after the buddy
system of past years. All returning students are invited to become
partners with incoming -students.
Partners will be free to do as
much or as little as they want in
·assisting the first year students assigned to them, but the organizers'
hope they will do alot.
The SBA will notify new students who their partners are soon
after the enrollment lists become
available. From then on, the sue·cess of the Partnership Program
will depend on the volunteer partners. Partners will be encouraged
to write personal welcome letters,
to arrange meetings if possible, to
give advice on how to find housing, and to do whatever else the

on the SBA's help over the summer if they want to organize their
own orientation events, such as
bike trips or housing information
sessions. The Orientation Committee also invites NLC student
organizations to sponsor orientation .events. These- small-scale
events can especially help the

Trial Tips To Attorneys
APT A PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS ANNUAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM AND AWARDS LUNCHEON AT THE HYA IT
REGENCY HOTEL, 400 NEW JERSEY AVENUE, N.W.,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
May8,1981

PROGRAM

-

TRAUMA ORTHOPEDICS
AND
NEUROLOGY ~ Anatomy, Physiology,
Pathology,
Treatment,
Examination,
Diagnosis and Prognosis for Neck and Back
Related Injuries.

SPEAKERS

JOHN C. BUCUR, M.D., Neurosurgeon.
Dr. Bucur is the Chief of Neurological
Surgery at Fairfax Hospital, and the Past
President of the Arlington Medical Society.
BRYON A. GENNER, M.D., Orthopedic
Surgeon. Dr. Genner is a Professor of
Orthopedic Surgery at . both' Georgetown
University
and George
Washington
University.
Dr. Bucur and Dr. Genner will combine
their talks with visual presentations, with a
Question and Answer period to follow.

12:00 - 2:00

Hon. William E. Stewart, Jr.,
Superior ~Court

OUTSTANDING
CONTRIBUTION
TO THE
ADMINISTRATION
OF JUSTICE
COMMUNITY
SERVICE AWARD

9:00-12:00
TOPIC

individual partner thinks would
be ..helpful to new students. All
partners will be invited to attend
the orientation barbeque at the
start of the year.

Hon, Charlene Jarvis,
Countil

TRIAL ADVOCACY
AWARD

Earl H. Davis, Esquire

LAWYER OF THE
YEAR AWARD

· ...

- To be Announced at the Luncheon

OUTSTANDING
MOOT COURT
LAW STUDENT
AWARD

·. "

To be announced at the Luncheon

AWARDS LUNCHEON
Our honored guests will include members of
the Judiciary of the several Courts of the
District of Columbia, as well as members of
the D.C. City Council.

. 2:00 -3:00

"ELEMENTS. OF PERSUASION"
THEODORE KOSKOFF, Esq.

•

•

The Van Vleck Moot Court Board Cordially
Invites The Public to Attend The

Moot Court
Competition

3:00 ~5:00

•

•
•

Judging:

•

Hon. Gerhard A. Gesell

u.s.
D.C. Court of Appeals

Participating

COST:

Laura Foggan
Carla Friend

Carol Fortine
Patricia Gotschalk

Petitioners -

Respondents

_,'
..-',-.;0

'

,., •. ,

c.' ..',,,"
.•'••

8:00 p.m.

MEMBERS OF THE BAR - F~II Day
(Including Luncheon) .
. ... $50.00

i~~~~~o~~KJ
",'

'-.'

r ,',-,.

,

,

HARRY

Philosophy of Tort Liability
Machine Injuries
Motor Vehicle Crash Worthiness
Hazard and Risk Recognition
Teaching the Jury Safety Engineering

MEMBERS OF THE BAR
(Luncheon Only)

273-8593.
v.'

-

....

$20.00

LAW STUDENTS, PARALEGALS
AND NON-LAWYERS - FulI Day'
(Including Luncheon)
....
$20.00
(ONLY)

Marvin Center Theatre
•• ' /

LIABILITY"

Mr. Philo is the current President of the
Association of Trial Lawyers of America
(ATL~), and probably the most recognized
authority . on products liability in the
country.

District Court

Hon. John M Ferren

Thursday, April 23, 1981

Structure and Tone
Stressing Your Position.. Attacking
Your Opponent's
"
Weaving Evidence, Exhibits, and
Instructions Into the Argument

"PRODUCTS
PHILO, Esq.

•

Circuit Court

'-

Mr. Koskoff is an immediate Past President
of the Association of Trial Lawyers of
America, and the author of many articles
about the art of advocacy, as well as a
frequent lecturer about the elements of
persuasion.

Final Round of its First-Year

Hon. Abner Mikva

D.C. City

Hon. Leonard Braman, Superior
Court
Hon. William Thompson, Superior
Court
Hon. Fred Mclntyre,
Superior
Court
Hon. George GalIagher, O.C. Court
of Appeals

CERTIFICATES
OF ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND
RECOGNITION

•

u.s.

many new students who arrive
two or three weeks before classes
start.
Starting today, Steering Committee members willbe explaining
some of the new efforts to the
first-year sections and secondyear evidence classes, and urging
students to participate.

.

"

,'.'

..

A~~~~N~~S~~~~TLIEOSNKS PROMPTL Y BY
. SCHANKER AT
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d~~iht School: A Critique
by Marvin Elster

I am a second year JD nightstudent. For this entire school
year, I. have been actively involved m attempting to bring
about needed improvements in
the Law ~enter JD night program. purmg that time, I have
met With Deans Barron, Potts,
and Schwartz, and other Law
Ce~ter and overall university
seruor ad~inistrative staff; with
_theoutgomg and incoming preside~ts of the SBA and other SBA
o~flcers and representatives; and
with numerous of my fellow night
sc~ool,
students.
We met
pnmanly .o~ the subjects of night
school tUItIOn and night school
c<;>urseofferings, although other
night school issues were also disc?ssed. Based on these discusSIOns,I present here my version of
the "state of the night school"
highlighting what I believe to be
some major issues, _and setting
forth some recommendations for
improvement,
Night school JD enrollment is
smaller than' that of the day
school,
and,' relatedly,
the
amount of time available each

classes is much le~; t~lghtt:Ch~OI t~e ~chool. to equalize tuition bethe day program WI'thanth at or gmnmg with the 1982-83 school
,
.
ose two year.
excepnons , howev er, any d'ff
I erEvery member of the Law Cen
f~~~~~:t~e~\~he
two programs
ter faculty and administratio~
fer'
0
UI Ion cost, class of- with whom I conferred on the
d ID;g~(cou,rse and professor) and
subject agrees that there is room
a mll~lstratlve s~rvlces are due to for considerable improvement in
e~tabhshed policy and practice
the night school class offerings
t at can and sho~l~ be .changed The details of specific recom:
by the s~hool administration so as mendations are spelled out in letto equahze the day and night pro- ters such as that of Elaine Block
grams as nearly as p~ssible.
(published in a recent Advocate)
Based on the projected tuition
and others, including myself, to
rat~s for the 1981:82 school year, the Law Center front office, and
a night student Will pay approxiare not discussed further here, exm~tely $1,200 more for the re- cept to say that we need more
qUIred .84 hours of course work than just a sympathetic ear - we
!han will a day student. True, this need a better program for 'the
I~ better than the $2,000 differen1981-82 school year and beyond. I
tial there would have been had call upon the school' administralas~ fall'sprotestnot
borne some tion to redouble its efforts in this
fruit, The fact remains, however, regard so as to ensure that needed
that no University official has changes such as those some of us
co~e fort~ with any economically discussed recently with Dean Barvahd baSIS for the differential.
ron are realized.
The. favorable adjustment in the
During a meeting early this seprojected 1981-82 rates could not mester with Dean Schwartz I disgo all the way to. tuition parity cussed, among other things, the
beca~se of commitments to the possibility of keeping the admini- previously
p~blish~d
tuition
strative office open later in the
sc~edule. No such restriction ap-evening
to better accommodate
plies to the 1982-83 school year
night students. Recently, I'm
and beyond. I therefore call for happy to say, that discussion bore

Students Support
Legal Services

fruit, and that office is now open
evenings until 8:00 p.m. Similar
accommodations are needed in
other areas. For example, the recent preregistration ran until 6:00
p.m. each evening, when surely it
could have run until 9:00 to better
fit with night students' schedules.
-The SBA runs various lecture/speaker programs for the
benefit of students. One of the
best of those programs, I'm told
is one that features presentation~
by various members of our own
faculty. The reason for "I'm
told" rather than "I know" is
that they are run regularly at 4:00
p.m. C'mon, SBA! What about
8:00 p.rn. once in a while?
I don't think that any of the
problems of the night program
are due to mal intent; rather I believe the night program s~ffers
from' gross benign neglect, and
that with some effort on the part
of all of us the night program can
be brought up to a level of essential parity in all respects with the
day program. It's time we started
recognizing the night program for
what it is: an alternative, full-time
program (whoever says 10 hours a
semeste: is part-time is crazy),
every bit as much a part of the

GWU National Law Center as the
day program, and every bit as entitled to the full rights and benefits accorded to the day program.
The administration of the Law
Center must make more effort in
the future to stay abreast of and
give full. consideration to the
needs and concerns of the night
students, and to do so before, not
after, irrevocable decisions affecting them are made.
The SBA must fully represent,
reflect, and provide for the needs
and concerns of the night program.
The student body of the night
program must become more vocal
in expressing its needs and concerns to the school administration
and the SBA. Put your mouths
where your money is! And start
right now! If this article reflects
your opinion, write Dean Barron
and tell him so, and send a copy
to the SBA. If this article doesn't
reflect your opinion, write and
tell them that. They can'taccommodate to you if they don't know
what you are thinking. And if you
think you can't change things by
stating your case to the Dean,
think again. Ask Dean Barron.
Ask me.

:First Year Moot Court

Seth Weitz, graduating co-chair. The Van Vleck Appellate Moot
Court Board will be holding the . man of the Moot Court Board.
"They are representatives of three
final round of the First-Year
major courts in the D.C. area,
Moot Court Competition tomorand we are very fortunate and
(Continued from page 1)
petition drives. Legal Services has row night, Thursday, April 23.
honored that they were able to
Finalists in this year'scompetialso
received
strong
support
at
the
by making it a mere unspecified
find the time to aid us in the comtion
are.
Carla
J.
Friend
and
expenditure in a block grant. The recent BALSA and La Raza conpetition.
Our two new co-chairLaura A. Foggan, Petitioners,
Senate .Budget Committee also ventions. Law school deans and
persons, Brenda Johnson and Sue
and
Carol
Fortine
and
Patricia
voted to give specific funding of professors have undertaken simiSarch, I feel deserve much of the Gotschalk, Respondents. They
$100,000 to the program for fiscal lar efforts.
credit for arranging for us to obhave
reached
the
finals
through
If you are interested in keeping
year 82 and - was able to bring
tain the services of such distintheir superior performance in the
three Republicans over to the side Legal Services inexistence as an
guished members of the local jufirst
two
rounds
of
the
competiof LSC supporters, but, the first effective means for equal access
diciary."
tion, held earlier this semester.
Senate Budget Resolution failed to justice for all Americans, any Thirty-two teams, approximately
because of disagreement over amount of time you can give one-sixth of this year's first-year
would be of great value in the
Reagan's tax proposals ..
class, participated in the competiThree students at the National corning, weeks. Specifically, we
tion.
Law Center,
Marilyn Park, plan to present completed petiJudging the competition's final
tions
to
key
Congresspersons
and
J anine Gedmin, Brewster Taylor
round will be Abner J. Mikva of
and Susan Bergen, a student at Senators, which will be preceded the United States Circuit Court
The SBA held its second meetAntioch, have formed the Law by a press release to national and for the District of Columbia, Gering March 31. The following
Students for Legal Services or- local newspapers. We need as hard A. Gesell, of the United
topics were discussed:
ganization and have joined with many people as possible to form States District Court for the Dis-Ray Sherbill is. coordinating
the recently formed Coalition for small delegations to deliver these trict of Columbia, and John M.
orientation efforts for next fall. A
Legal Services. We have sent peti- petitions. on the Hill during the Ferren, of the District of Columbuddy system will be implementtions to law schools across the week of April 27. We realize that bia Court of Appeals. This year
ed for the first time, in which seccountry and have received an this is a very busy time of the marks the second consecutive
ond and third year students will
excellent response. Almost 100 semester and hope that some of year Judge Mikva has graciously
be matched with incoming first
petitions have been completed by you can deliver at least one peti- accepted the Board's invitation to
year students in order to acquaint
law students from approximately tion. Please contact Marilyn serve as Chief Judge of the corn-. them: with the law school, the
University, and the city. TheSBA
30 law schools, and more are Park, Janine Gedmin or Brewster petition.
also hopes to send a booklet of
coming in to us daily. Other law Taylor at the Community Legal
"We
are
extremely
pleased
by
helpful information to the incomschools, including Boston Univer- Clinic, Bacon 101, or call 676- the panel of judges we were able
ing students over the summer.
sity and the University of Santa 7463.
to get commitments from," says
Volunteers who would like to help
Clara, have initiated their own
with the orientation are encouraged to come by theSBA office,
or can contact Ray Sherbill.
-The SBA is sponsoring a lecture by former senator George
McGovern, which will be on
April 30, at 8:00 p.rn., at the law
school.
-The placement office was discussed at some length. The SBA
Washington's largest selection of legal supplies and study aids
will advocate the hiring of a full
time alternative career counselor
and a full time recruiter, and the
Coif and' Casenotes, Gilbert's, Legalines, Nutshells, Hornbooks, Ziontz, etc.
institution of recommendation
files in the office.

The competition will be held in
the Marvin Center Auditorium at
8 :00 p.m, The case being litigated
involves the constitutionality of
fornication
statutes" and the
breadth of the constitutional right
of privacy. All members of the
law school community are encouraged to attend, both for the
educational aspects of the program, as well as to salute the accomplishments of the finalists.
The program will last approximately one and one-half hours.

SBA Meeting

COMPARE OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY L~W BOOKS ELSEWHERE

READY CASH FOR OLD CASEBOOKS

12, when the Infernal Journal
defeated Donkey Lust, 7-6, to win
the championship.
The interviewing process .for
membership on the student-faculty committees has already begun
with the application of 50
students for 16 slots. The' interviewing committee hopes to
announce its choices soon.
-The SBA is sponsoring a
"Music at Noon" series every
Thursday. Everyone is encouraged to bring his or her guitars,
banjos, bodies and join the group
out on the patio at noon.
-The SBA approved the institution of a new award to be given to
the outstanding faculty member
of the year. This came at the
suggestion of the Commencement
Committee. The first award will
be given at this year's ceremony.

SUMMER LAW SCHOOL INTERNS LOOKING FOR HOUSING. PREFER SUBLETS OR.
SIMILAR SJIORT TERM RENTAL. PLACE CALL IF YOU
HAVE INFO ABOUT AVAIL-Final plans for the annual
ABILITY
BETWEEN
MAY
softball ~ournament were made at AND EARLY SEPTEMBER .
.. themeeting. The tournament was \, CALL KATHY KELLY 822-1050
successfully concluded on April I'
'
_.
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Irving.

Pollack
by William H. Schladt

Irving Pollack (seated) speaks with Dean Schwartz
and Professor Stevenson before his lecture.

Video Tapes
Available in Library
byBARCLAYINGE
The Library's video collection is growing rapidly, both in terms of
equipment and tapes. We recently' placed an order for a video
monitor which will be used in conjunction with our newly acquired
recorder/player. This equipment will enable us to show tapes in the
library or any of the classrooms in the Law Center. Until the
monitor arrives the library's growing collection of tapes is available
to interested students. The tapes can be checked out, like reserve
material, at the 3rd floor desk with registration I.D.card. The tapes
can then be viewed at the Gelman Library's Media Resource Center
(located in the basement of the library). The GelrrianMedia Center
has several viewing cubicles equipped with head phones and no
advanced reservations are needed. You will need your picture I.D.
card to use the equipment. Following is a list of the tapes now
available:
1. ABA. Dilemmas in Legal Ethics.
6 color v.s" video tapes, copyright 1976.
Part One - Interviewing and the Lawyer-Client Relationship
approx, 60 minutes w/discussion guide pamphelt
Part Two- Counseling w/discussion guide pamphlet
Part Three- Negotiations w/discussion guide pamphlet
Part Four- Investigation w/discussion guide pamphlet
Part Five- Advocacy w/discussion guide pamphlet
Lawyer Advertising w/discussion guide pamphlet
Part Six2. ALI-ABA. Equality in Higher Education: Post Bakke.
3 color video tapes -

v.s'p

Tape I - 60 minutes
Tape 2 - 60 minutes
Tape 3 - 59 minutes
3. ALI-ABA. Philosophy of Equality.
2 color video tapes Tape I - 54 minutes
Tape 2 - 48 minutes

v.s"

4. ALI-ABA. Sexual Equality under the Fourteenth & Equal Rights

Amendments.
3 color video tapes - %"
Play time unknown
5. Mead Data Central. LEXIS - Full Text Searching - Module #2
I color video tape - v.s"
(two more color video tapes concerning LEXIS search strategy
are on order)

Irving Pollack .spoke before a
group of budding securities lawyers in the first of the Manuel
Cohen Memorial Lecturate series.
Mr. Pollack, a former SEC Corn-.
missioner, spoke on the subject of
-professional responsibility in the
securities field.
, Mr. Pollack began his lecture
by quoting the innumerable critics
of "practitioners in the art of
advocating falsehoods't-sthe
lawyers. Lawyers are known to lack
the proper respect for ethical considerations. The securities lawyer
is notorious for his actions of
questionable ethics.
"The securities lawyers hold
their fidelity to the- corporation
and its shareholders, not to management," asserted Mr. Pollack.
"Management does not manage
for itself but for the beneficiaries
of the corporation."
Mr. Pollack suggested a simply
test for attorneys to determine
when their action may be unethical.
"If you wouldn't want to read it
in a headline on the front of your
home town newspaper, then don't
do it."
The securities lawyer may use a
different formulation of the test.
"Remember to pose the question-Who
is the client?" The
'cli~nt of the securities lawyer is
the corporation and its shareholders. Any action of the securities
lawyer should be taken considering his true client-not the management of the corporation.

Ralph Nader raps with students,

Ralph Nader
by Dave Danner

said. "You have that power. If
As Ralph Nader's tall' and, you don't use your rights they
lanky frame approached
the become atrophied." He assailed
podium in Stockton 101, the those students who study law for
standing-room-only
crowd
the sole purpose of passing the
erupted into enthusiastic ap- Bar. "The bar exam is eminently
plause.
'crammable
- in more ways than
He looked out over the crowd '.
one," he said.
.
of admirers, thanked them, and
A lawyer himself';' Nader has
then proceeded to berate them been using law for social change
mercilessly
for the next 45 for well over a decade. In 1967, he
minutes. They loved it.
almost single-handedly invented
"There is massive unemployment. People are starving. And I the consumer movement with his
understand you're worried about book, Unsafe At Any Speed,
getting a job that pays the right which attacked General Motors
for its disregard for passenger
wage."
He paused, smiled a sarcastic 'safety in the design of its Corvair
.automobile. Since then, he has
smile, and said, 'fI'm touched."
established public interest groups
The audience cheered.
,
monitoring Congress, the nuclear
Ralph Nader Has never been power industry, the broadcasting
one to mitigate an attack by, industry, and giant corporations.
saying "present company exIn his address to the law
cepted." Instead, as he showed students,
Nader cited many
during' his Stockton speech last "major areas" in 'which he feels
April 8, he makes his point by that lawyers should be working:
ruffling just those feathers he
*The social accountability of
feels need ruffling. Law students banks. "Hundreds of billions of
especially, he feels, deserve it.
. . dolla rs are 0pwne d b y d eposi it ors
"Duty arises from the power to but controlled and used by
change .the course of events," he ' banks."

Library Notes:_
Fines & Things
BY BRIAN DIXON

Penczner, P.G. Perrone, Helen
Unfortunately,
because the Pines, Alan Price, R. Rabenold,
epidemic
of overdue books Kathy Rabow, Horacio Rangel,
continues, the Library will begin W. Saltzman, Steve Schultz,
levying fines on students with David Shelledy, Kerry Shortie,'
overdue materials. This step is David Sleppy, David Smith, E.
taken with the greatest reluctance. Snelson, Laura Stein, Kevin
Our hope is that the threat of Sweeney, Erin Tenasse, Barbara
fines will help to insure that more Thompson, Kathy Toub, Ryan
Sue Turner,
Brent
books will be on the shelves when Trainer,
students want them. The im- Weingardt, W. Wilde.
Some BAR-BRI
materials,
position of fines will not begin
until the start of the Summer several years old, have been
donated to the Reserve collection.
Session.
Our records indicate that the They might serve as useful review
sources for examination studying.
following people have materials
out which are overdue. If anyone
whose name appears on this list
believes he has returned the book,
please see me.
(The list as of April 17, 1981)

*Citizen access to the, media.
"The public owns the airwaves,
yet they are totally controlled by
the media. It's like giving General
Electric an exclusive franchise to
use the Mississippi River."
*The, protection of individual
privacy. "There are massive
invasions of privacy going on in
America. One private firm has
files on 60 million Americans."
He warned students notjo revert to the "naivete" of law
students of the fifties. "At that
time we could have lost the whole
Bill of Rights without their
knowing."
Nader also used the occasion to
give a plug for the Equal Justice
Foundation, which ispresentiy
undertaking a membership and
tithing drive at the law school. He
urged students "who take their
ideals seriously" to join the
organization.

Alternativ-e
BUSI- ness System ,S

Carl Anelisk
Ammerman,
Paul
Arkush,
K. Bright, Helen
Brooks,
Buckhold,
Raymond
Burke, Luke Chretien, H. Cohen,
at
I Black & White videotape - v.s" - 52 minutes
David Danner,' Janet Ecker,
Parklane Building
Robert Ehrler,
Susan Ellis,
7. The Shooting of Big Man: Anatomy of a Criminal Case.
Catherine Field, Sally Gernson,
2025 I Street, N.W.
Evidence Films. Harvard University. Directed by Eric Saltzman.
Robert Gordon, P. Horwite,
Suite 1'12
2 color video tapes - v.s" - 60 minutes each.
Mitch Hyman, Lavend James,
Bonnie Jorgensen, Lia Joseph,
In addition to these tapes we hope to have a copy of the recently
Sylvia Kaser, Michael Kushner,
We SjECialize in Milltficri~ l)'JIi~
aired show "The Paper Chase'; with the interview of Professor
John Lacklen, K. Leonard, Lindh
Snmn Oisal\Jl1l & 0.....
A'I'l'II.J.le
John Banzhaf. This should be available after April 27th. The Law
Foster, Beth Linzer, Brenda
/WI Ill2VI'D
lIJ
Library A/V departmentis growing rapidly and I hope to keep you
Morsell,
Moynier , William
• ~~7~171
abreast-of-ou r .plans
in forthcoming issues. . , - - . - ,- .. - .. " , . - .- - - , M Ul: r-a.y,.." D., .',0 Iivar es.,•• Paul. •. "'''''''''N1lN''''''''N'''''''''''''NWMN1lN''''MN''''''''MW'''''''''NI~",
( . Professional Miscondust: Conversation with Victims. Directed
by Fred Simon (University of Detroit)

~-~ce

...
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Model Acts

The Devil's Advocate

F .

P. Duncan
d'itional
.
d A L E.'sen b ere.
terms are part of the
an. • eldman
contract unless:
.As the time for finals draws
(a) it is arbor day
nigh, an~ law students find them(b) deuces are wild
sel~es dnven between the pages of
UNIFORM PROBATE CODE
vanous
and sundry statutes 2-100
dra~ted by the American Law
The use of a codicil reciting the
Institute, It s.eems fitting and words "I disinherit that little
proper to mention a few proposed bastard" is insufficient to negate
sectl,ons to these Ac!s which were a residuary clause,
not Included. These sections were
ADMIRALTY RULE 32
found ,on parchment s,crolls in the
The importation of sharks into
caged-In area of th~ library base- the captain's' swimming pool does
memo They were discovered by a not constitute salvage
.
first yea~ student smoking peyote
RESTATEMENT OF TORTS
and reading property.
4,14(a)
FEDERAL
RULES
OF
Erotic devices that are too
EVIDENCE 666-D,
successful shall not give rise to an
T~e Word of God IS an ex- action for alienation of affections
ceJ?t.lOnto the hearsay rule. Avail- against the manufacturer.
ab~hty of the declarant is immaHope these make finals more
terial,
. bearable. If they don't, commit
UCC 2-207
suicide and take another student
If a reasonable
time has. with you. Remember, there's
elapsed, and the course of per- always the Uniform Simultaneous
formance is well-seasoned, ad- Death Act.
",;,;;,;,';';';;';;';';'''';';~';';';;;';;';;;;;';;':;;';';;;;;;:'::-:~;''~~~~~
J

i,..
Sta IKIng

P
~
C
• n~', erTect up

...L

walking back to class, and
One' of the first things law
arriving only to fine lukewarm
students' learn upon starting
coffee because TLB spends
school is how to drink more
money on the pretty yellow
coffee than any other group of
flowers and not on styrofoam.
people. This may account for the
unusual amount of .first year
•• .. Bon Apetit-Ah, the Bon.
nervous tics' and the crush in the
Mecca for coffee lovers. I am
bathrooms between classes.> In
convinced that Juan Valdez
consideration of this, it seems
and
his
hand-picked
time, to provide, as one java
Columbian
coffee
beans
jockey to another, a review of the
samba with Mrs. Oleson at the
most reputable stimulate dealers
Bon. Not only is the coffee
within walking distance ofGW:
good, it's open late at night,
·Stockton Lounge-An "A"
and is probably the best excuse
for location, Some people have
for leaving the library intheir morning ritual so well
between FDA cases.
calibrated that if they arrive at
9:07, they can get a cup and
Marvin Center-Excrement a la
still make it to class before
Macke. Never touch the stuff.
missing anything important.
I hope this has been an aid to
Say, 9:30,
those coffee. gourmets whose
palates yearn for the very best.
"The Lunch Box-The coffee,
Tune in riext issue for who's who
by and large, is excellent, but
in highliters.
the packaging is a handicap,
Peter Duncan
No one enjoys standing in line,

by

Cynthia

Counric

Charles

'Twas midnight and the young lawyer
Dam red himself and thought on failure.
For on the morrow he was to presenl
The final c1sing argument
In his c1ient's trial on Murder One.
Of inspiration.
he had none.
(When' the facts are adverse. one then
Ora tes upon the law; and when
The law favors one's adversary
'Tis facts which are necessary
To the argument.)
Here. however,
Facts and law were not in favor.
The client's left hand held a knife;
His right arm contained a dead wife.
In that position he was found
By the police and taken down
For prints. checks and soon, maybe stripes.
And thus. classed with criminal types.
The suspect's claims of innocence
Were thoughtby
all to be pretence.
Though despite this total accord
Upon the suspect's guilt. 'twis heard
Murmurred
by the young attorney,
"Yet. I believe he is not guilty."

went unattem

pi ed,

~~r~~~~ra~~,'~~~~i'nedtOget
'he jury's "Not-guilty"
verdict.
Voire dire had been soon completed.
And the judge had then been seated.
The lawyer questioned each witness
For veracity and fitness.
But his efforts were not enough-The going now was looking rough.
With gloomy prognostications
pn the jury's deliberajions
On the jury's deliberations;
The young lawyer tried to prepare
His closing argument.
But there
Was not an idea or a whim
That he could summon from within.
" I'd sell my soul for eloquence
So I might make a good defense."
Cried the lawyer with a passion.
"As il stands. I cannot fashion
A way to save this man.
Indeed. only the Devil can."
At that moment came a tapping
Came a soft and gentle rapping,
Tapping on the chamber door.
At this noise the lawyer swore
And quoth, "If you dare. then enter.
But be warned. I'm short of temper."

Prof~ssionals··protect your
greatest investment: you.
-

.

j

It's'taken years to arrive where you are today, building your valuable career. It's been a major investment in both time and money. And now's the time to protect that investment in your future by pro.:
tectingyourself, even before you graduate, ~
.
You may.not realize it, but you're in two businesses. The first is the business you work in. The
second is your home and family.
_
.
Your second business' most important asset is your·ability to earn income in your first business.
Every four minutes some man, woman, or child is disabled for life, according to the National Association of Insurance Commissioners. And in cases where the breadwinner is disabled, only 8070 of all
American families have $2,000 or more in ready cash to see them through.
At Connecticut Mutual we provide for you when you can't provide for 'Yourself. We don't want you
to risk losing your greatest mainstay: your income. And nothing protects your income like one of our
disability income protection plans.

"It's a Daniel come to judgment! .. ··
Cried all those who were present
At the speech of the dam ned lawyer
And in that hour he did compare
With Blackstone. Brandeis. Prosser
Marshall. Webster and Frankfurter,

"1 cannot remember asking
Someone to come to a meet ing
At half past the, uh, witching hour."
Replied the somewhat daunted lawyer.
The man said. "Pardon.
but I've heard tell
That you've a commodity to sell."

But, like life's raging fever
The dam red attornev's endeavor.
Too. came 10 a dose: Silence fell,
Close and neavv. It was not until
The judge began the instructions
That tongues again were set in .~Olion.

To some a soul is not worth much-'Tis a thing of air. fluff. and such
Other. worthless stuff. But 10 me.
It's a special delicacy.
A cooling draught, on those hot days
When I hold reign down in Hades.

And ihat motion was amazing
For every tongue was discussing
How long it would take the jury
To set the defendant free.
Five minutes passed. eight, ten. and then.
The jury returned its decision.
.
.

Softer than a snowflake's
landing
Came Mephistopheles
walking
Into the courtroom.
With a smirk
Satan said, "I've done all the work
Called for in our bargain. And so.
You must now come with me below:'

With a smile. Old Nick made present
Ofa small. parchment document
Stained with arcane calligraphy.
And said; "I grant my guarantee
Of his freedom. if you'll but sing;
With your blood. on the dotted line."

" I've no time for a vacation.
But thanks for the invitation'.
In fact. why don't you just go to Hell
And stay there for a long. long spell,"
Said the lawyer to Lucifer.
"You have no business to be here!"

The knife was plunged, the blood drawn.
And the lawyer's name. wrillen down.
A few mysterious passes
Were done by Diabol us
And then with a triumphant
leer • '
He disappeared
inlo--nowhere.

"No businessl,"
bellowed Belial.
"But, look here. what aboul our deal?
My performance
is compleled
Therefore you are obligated
To deliver your soul to me.
You godforsaken
atorney!"

From nowhere sprang a s~re.chill wind
That screamed with the shrill. keening din
Of homeless souls in agony.
The wind swirled around the allorney
Until it seemed thaI he. 100, was lost
And howling with that mindless host.

"The contract we entered into
Would be ruled void. abini/io
For lack of consideration."
Said the lawyer with conviction
"For. as even a small child knows,
Allorneys are lacking in souls."

The lawyer woke. some noise maybe,
Had roused him from his reverie.
Nine. a.m. had come and was spent;
Seconds later. the lawyer wentTo give his hellish oration
And commit his soul to damnation.

When full realization came.
Beelzebub was not the same
Devil afterwords.
He then swore.
In wriling. he'd see the lawyer
In Hell one day! At this libel.
The lawyer smiled and opened a bible.

The courlroom
was fi lied with tension
As the trial was called into session.
Then began the prosecution
To call for the condemnation
Of the now defamed defendant
Wilh words. compelling and cogent.
Hopes for acquittal diminished
As the prosecution
finished
Presenting its case. The lawyer.
However. would not let despair
Affect his argumentation-He rose 10 give his oration ..
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"The defendant is found not guilty,"
. Said the foreman of the jury.
,And yet, for the damned attorney.
It was a Pyrrhic victory;
Now that he had attained his goal.
He knew it was not worth his soul.

With a deal of cogitation
On the legal ramification
or this unholy agreement
The lawyer said. "1 will consent.
However. you must guarantee
That my client shall be set free."

--------------------------~------------------

o

"Men and women of the jury."
Were the words the young anornev
Mearu to sav. But he had no enoree
As to words. for some other voice
Supplied the sweet. seductive words
Uttered by his vocal chords.

Black of hair and dark of visage.
Tall of height and of unknown age,
Lean of build and body agile.,
With a ghoulish,evil
smile.
.
Stood a man at the lawyer's desk
Who claimed. "1 came at your behest."

Please return the coupon below or call me now at 281-2500. Mail coupon tei Bill Law, Conllecticut Mutual
Life, Oakton Bldg., 2936 Chain Bridge Road, Oakton, Va. 22124.
I would like more information on:

mortal.

For. you see, each soul has a flavor,
And yours I am sure 10 savor.
Thus. I offer you eloquence
And I expect as recom pence
Merely your soul. Isn't that fair?"
Asked Old Nick with a car dealer's air.

From that belief of innocence
Arose the problem of defense.
Plea bargains

AI that dreadful invocation
The door's old mechanization
Screamed as if a thousand furies
Had tried to singin harmony.
And through this protesting portal
Carne one who seemed butscarcely
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Legal Briefs
"Failing -is a terrible, terrible
thing," says a member of the
FLUX YOUR CLIENT
Indiana board of law examiners,
Critics have long maintained "but it isn't nearly as terrible as
that attorneys frequently screw putting an unqualified lawyer out
their clients, but the Oregon State there and then having someone'
Bar has now officially blessed the lose his life or fortune because of
practice. According to ethics the lawyer's incompetence."
Opinion "429issued by the Board
But couldn't we solve the probof Governers of the Oregon State lem by having law schools flunk
Bar in May of 1979, it is not un- out 25070of their first year class
ethical for a lawyer to "be sexu- each year?
ally involved" with a divorce client so long as the divorce didn't HOW DO AITORNEYS DO IT?
involve children and the involveA recent bumper sticker reads:
ment didn't threaten an amicable "WOMEN LAWYERS MAKE
settlement.
BETTER MOTIONS", while a TThe ruling was challenged by shirt popular with men reads:
attorney Henry 'Kane but the case "LAWYERS DO IT IN THEIR
was dismissed by the trial court BRIEFS". One 'wonders if the
(IN FLUX, 1-14-80 and 3-31-80) two ever come together. Besides,
whose decision was affirmed by everyone knows that LAWYERS
the Court of .Appeals, and now DO IT BY SPLITTING HAIRS.
the state Supreme Court has de- '
c1ined to· review. Said lawyer NLC GRADS FEATURED
Kane: "I supponse one result of
A recent graduate of the
the Supreme Court decision is George Washington University
that women attorneys will have Law School was featured in the
more women clients because the March 16th Washington Post
clients can't trust the male attorn- column "Lawyers". Itseems our
eys. With a woman lawyer there's, intrepid new attorney had singed
less likelihood of mixing business· up to serve as a court-appointed
with pleasure."
lawyer in the D.C. Superior Court
and was assigned his case. He failASS ME NO QUESTIONS
ed to appear at the first hearing
If, as the old quote goes, "the and later told the judge that he
law is a ass", what does that had forgotten because he was
make law students? And their celebrating his birthday as well as
professors?
working on other cases.
The judge held the young NLC
BARRED FROM PRACTICE
graduate in contempt and said
Twenty-five percent of attorney that "if the Guinness Book of
hopefuls fail the bar exam on Records had a category of lawyer
their first attempt, causing them inadequacy, (this lawyer]' would
to defer careers and suffer gibes be front-runner for listing in the
from friends and classmates, ac- 1980 edition. To be a front-runcording to the Wall Street Journ- ner' for the record, in this court's
al. While some of these eventually opinion, it takes some doing in
succeed, almost 15070of the origi- light of the other inadequate lawnal test takers just give up, often yers identified by this court durharboring frustrations for years.
ing 1980."
The Journal suggests that such
Another proud NLC graduate
tragedies are becoming more fre- also recently appeared in the news'
quent as more people take the ex- in an article entitled "Lawyer
am each year, and will increase if Indicted on 8 Counts of Engaging
law school admissions or teaching in Sex With Juveniles." A copy of
standards are lowered as the law .- the article was posted on the Law
school-age population decreases. Review Bulletin Board with the

heading: "Another Victory for
the Placement Office - G.W.U.
Law Grad Makes Good". Who's
Good?
LETS
RE-REVIEW
THE
REVIEW
The six new members of the
Law Review, selected in accordance with the new procedures
mandated by the faculty, all happen to be men. This is a statistically unlikely result, given the substantial percentage of female candidates. The last time a statistically unlikely selection resulted when the number selected from
each first-year section was unequal ':'""the faculty investigated
and required a new selection system designed to produce approximately equal numbers from each.
section. Perhaps they should now
re-examine that process so that it
produces a number of women
members proportional
to the
number of women applicants!

On Thursday April 30th at 8:00 pm in Stockton HalltOl, former
senator George McGovern will lecture. on the "New right in AmeriWHO'S SECOND RATE
can Politics-Issues in the Eighties:' Senator McGovern is chairman,
A recent study by the American
of Americans for Common Sense, a public interest group which has'
Bar Foundation revealed that
for its-purpose building a counterforce to the right-wing, single issue
graduates of twenty law schools
groups that have surfaced in American politics and encouraging the
dominated the faculties of the
development of more practical foreign policy. Senator McGovern is
more than )65 ABA-approved
also presently a professor of political science at Northwestern Unilaw schools in the United States,
versity.
.havingprovided
more
than
half
"of their law teachers. "Leading _ '-the list was Harvard. Other
schools included in the top 20
were Yale, Columbia, Michigan,
Chicago, New York University,
GEORGETOWN, U. of Texas at
Austin, Virginia, and U. of
California
at Berkeley. Still
others were Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Northwestern, Minnesota, Cornell, -Duke, and GEORGE
WASHINGTON" (emphasis added). But just wait till we get our
new building!
ROCKY HARD PLACE
As finals time draws near many
first year students .are wrestling
with the familiar question. Which
is worse, to study so hard that you
pass law school but flunk life, or
to study less hard and to pass life

while flunking law school?
A ROSE BY ANOTHER NAME
WOULD SMELL
Naming, places. or things
around a university after people'
who are famous or have given the
school money is a common tradition, but perhaps we are carrying
-things to far. 'Male students on
the fourth floor of Bacon Hall
can see and make practical use of
that has been labeled "BANZHAF'S JOHN." (Banzhaf says,
"mention my name and get a
good seat.")
TORTS LIKE JELLY BEANS
A Columbia Law School student recently wrote to the New
York Times objecting that the
phrase "duller than a lecture on
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,wll.e Abunmt.e
is putting together its staff 'for 1981-82.
If you would like to join, please attend our staff meeting
THURSDAY, April 23,2:15

PM or 8:00 PM

Bacon Hall Basement
Room B-02

1

torts" does a great disservice to
the subject of Torts. /'
"Torts are the one touch of
zany reality in a world of Uniform Commercial Codes And
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
Torts are where the Oscar Zilches
of the world are assaulted, falsely
imprisoned, defamed and Iibeled, in some of the most unbelievable situations known to man or
woman. Torts present life as an
endless chain of booby traps the Murphy's law of legal education. Torts are to the first-semester law school what jellybeans are
to Ronald Reagan's Presidencya touch of colorful, improbable
amusement in an otherwise much
too senous, conservatrve world."
IN IUS VOCO SPURIUS

